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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
An adaptive filter is a filter that can update its coefficients by itself using an 

adaptive algorithm. This thesis proposes two kinds of adaptive filters: the Finite 

Impulse Response and the Infinite Impulse Response Adaptive filters, as well as 

their structures and the Least Mean Square adaptive algorithm for both filters.   

 

A number of adaptive filters have been used for different applications including 

noise cancellation, system identification, echo cancellation and equalization. This 

thesis concentrates on noise cancellation. 

 

The programs are implemented on the TMS320C31 Digital Signal Processor 

Starter Kit. TMS320C31 DSK combines the power, high speed, flexibility and 

architecture optimized for adaptive signal processing. 

 

The main objective of this thesis is to realize an adaptive FIR filter for noise 

cancellation on the TMS320C31 DSK board and develop another adaptive FIR 

option and an adaptive IIR filter. 

 

In addition to general information about these filters, the details of 

implementations, the problem during implementations and further studies about 

the parameters of filters are presented as well. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The method of digital signal processing and digital signal processors, such as 

the TMS320 family of processors, are widely used in many applications such 

as in controls and communications, speech processing, and so on. They can be 

easily found in Fax, modems, cellular phone, etc. 

 

Adaptive signal processing, particularly adaptive filtering provides a 

powerful approach to many signal processing problems [8]. For the 

applications of the filters, in many cases the coefficients of a filter determine its 

characteristics and output.  Therefore, the performance of a regular filter is 

specific since its coefficients are fixed initially as the filter’s program is written.  

But in many practical problems, there may be a lot of unpredictable changes in 

some parameters and these parameters are expected to change during the 

process. For instance, either input signals of an adaptive may be changed 

during the adaptation. Another example for the changing parameters is an echo 

canceller. In these situations the design of a filter that can self-modify its 

parameters based on the situation under which it is being used is required. 

 

An adaptive filter contains coefficients that can be updated by an adaptive 

algorithm comparing the actual output to a desired output in order to improve the 
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performance of the filter. It is very useful when there is signal uncertainly about 

the characteristics or when the characteristics change with time. 

 

1.1 Overview of Objective 
 
 
To realize the implementation of adaptive filtering programs on the 

TMS320C31 DSK board, two input signals are required from the primary input 

and the auxiliary input. For the first filter option, the two input signals are 

desired signal d plus noise x, which is d+x, and noise signal x. The second 

option is d+x and d. The combination of two sinusoidal signals, where d is 

1488Hz and x is 430Hz, can be accomplished with an op-amp summer circuit.  

 

As the adaptive algorithm based on the error signal e updates the 

coefficients, x is used to cancel the x part of d+x in the first option and in the 

second option, the x part of d+x is cancelled by d. For either option, the 

objective is to gain the desired signal d. By changing the frequencies of the 

inputs, d and x, the unpredictable changes from the environment are simulated 

and the outputs still can converge to the desired signals. 

 

The adaptive filtering programs are written in the TMS320C31 DSK 

assembly language and translated into machine language object files for the 

TMS320C31 processor by the assembler. 
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1.2 The Structure of Adaptive Filters 
 
The general structure of adaptive filters is shown in Figure 1.1.  

 

As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the adaptive filters adjust the coefficients by 

themselves based on the error function e(n), which is the difference between 

the desired signal d(n) and the output y(n), and an adaptation rate β that  

determines the convergence step size. Generally the adaptive filters optimize 

y(n) to approach to d(n) and then e(n) approach to zero. As mentioned before, 

inputs are d+x and x’ in the first filter option and the second option’s inputs are 

d and d+x. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1.1 The adaptive filter structure. 
 

 
 

1.3 Key Features of TMS320C31 DSK 
 
 
The TMS320C31 DSK is the third-generation production of Texas Instruments. 

It has a new architecture that supports features that facilitate the development of 

d(n) 

e(n) 

y(n) 

x(n) 
_ 

+ 

Adaptive filter 
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high-level language compilers. It supports two inputs and parallel instructions, 

which allows two instructions such as multiplication and addition to be executed 

synchronously.  These features are the reasons for using TMS320C31 DSK to 

implement real time adaptive filters. The key features of TMS320C31 are listed 

as: 

♦ TMS320C31 floating-point Digital Signal Processor 

 

♦ DSPTLC32040 analog interface circuit (AIC) 

 Variable rate ADC and DAC with 14-bit dynamic range at 

20000Hz 

♦ Standard parallel printer port interface 

♦ Standard RCA plug connectors for analog input and output 

♦ XDS510 emulator connector 

♦ 40-ns instruction cycle time, 50MFLOPS, 25MIPS 

 

1.4 Thesis Scope 
 
 
The contents of this thesis are indicated as follow: Chapter 2 illustrates the 

general details of adaptive FIR filters, a developed FIR filter option, their 

implementations and the studies of their characteristics. Chapter 3 presents 

some basic information about an adaptive IIR filter in lattice form and the 

problem encountered when the program runs on the TMS320C31 DSK board. 

Finally the conclusions and recommendations are given in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

ADAPTIVE FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE FILTER 

AND IMPLEMENTATIONS 
 
 
 
This chapter illustrates the structure of adaptive Finite Impulse Response (FIR) 

filters and their implementations including option 1 and option 2. 

 
 
 
2.1 Finite Impulse Response Filter 
 
 
A finite impulse response filter is a digital filter that operates on discrete-time 

and can be implemented with a digital signal processor such as the 

TMS320C31. To design an FIR filter, we can use a finite instead of infinite 

number of terms to approximate the convolution [1] 

 

y(n) = ∑
−

=

−
1

0
)()(

N

k
knxkh              (2.1) 

 
which indicates that the output y(n), at time n, is related to the N coefficients h(0), 

h(1), …, h(n-1), and the delayed inputs x(n-k).  

In the frequency domain, equation 2.1 is transformed to equation 2.2 [1]: 

 
Y(z) = h(0)X(z) + h(1)z 1− X(z) + h(2) z 2− X(z) + … + h(N-1)z )1( −− N X(z)       

 (2.2) 

 

therefore, the transfer function H(z) [1]: 
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H(z) = ∑
−

=

−
1

0
)(

N

k

kzkh  = h(0) + h(1)z 1−  + h(2)z 2−  + … + h(N-1) z )1( −− N   

     (2.3) 

Equation (2.3) shows that the adaptive FIR filter only has N – 1 zeros; hence this 

FIR filter is inherently stable. 

 

 
2.2 FIR Filter Structure and Memory Organization 

 
The structure of the FIR filter is illustrated as Figure 2.1 [1]: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1 The FIR filter structure. 
 
 
which shows the delayed inputs x(n-k). 

To implement the FIR filter on the TMS320C31 DSK board using the 

TMS320C3X code, we use two memory buffers, created by auxiliary registers 

AR0 and AR1 respectively, to realize the convolution illustrated as Figure 2.2 

[1]. 

   

y(n) 

h(0) 

h(1) 

h(N-2) 

h(N-1) 

x(n) 
z 1− z 1− z 1− Σ
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   Coefficients              Input Samples 
 

      *AR0++                *AR1++%      
  

             Time n                        Time n+1                       Timen+2                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 TMS320C31 memory organization for convolution. 

 

 

At time n, the output: 

 

y(n) = h(N-1)x(n-(N-1)) + h(N-2)x(n-(N-2)) + …  
 

+ h(1)x(n-1) + h(0)x(n) 

 

At time n + 1: 

    

   y(n+1) = h(N-1)x(n-(N-2)) + h(N-2)x(n-(N-3)) + …  

+ h(1)x(n) + h(0)x(n+1)     

 

AR1 
AR1 

newest

newest

newest 

AR1  AR0 h (N-1) 

h (N-2) 

      . 
      . 
      . 
      . 

h (N-3) 

  h (1) 

  h (0) 

x (n-(N-1))

x (n-(N-2))

x (n-(N-3))

         . 
         . 
         . 
         . 

   x (n-1) 

     x (n) 

   x (n+1) 

x (n-(N-2))

x (n-(N-3))

         . 
         . 
         . 
        .

   x (n-1) 

     x (n) 

   x (n+1) 

   x (n+2) 

   x (n-1) 

x (n-(N-3)) 

         . 
         . 
         . 
        . 

     x (n) 
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At time n + 2: 

 

y(n+2) = h(N-1)x(n-(N-3)) + h(N-2)x(n-(N-4)) + …  

+ h(1)x(n+1) + h(0)x(n+2)    

 

At time n, n + 1, …the last multiplication operation is always between the newest 

input samples and the coefficient h(0). 

 

Despite the general calculation methods for FIR filters that have been 

presented, an adaptive FIR filter still needs an adaptation method for updating its 

coefficients. The capacity of adaptive algorithms to operate without much prior 

information makes them ideally possible to handle many practical applications. 

The most widely used adaptive algorithm is the Least Mean Square algorithm [8] 

which is used in this thesis. 

 

 

2.3 Least Mean Square Algorithm 

 
The Least Mean Square algorithm for updating parameter is defined as [3]: 

 

^
θ  (t) = 

^
θ  (t – 1) + γ ϕ(t) ( y(t) - ϕT(t)

^
θ  (t – 1) )          (2.4) 
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in which ϕ(t) is the vector for the known function that may depend on other 

known variables;γ is a constant and 
^
θ  (t) and 

^
θ  (t – 1) are the updating and 

updated parameters respectively; y(t) is the observed variable which is [3]: 

 

y(t) =ϕT (t) 
^
θ  (t) 

 

 The LMS algorithm is a simplification of the stochastic approximation (SA) 

algorithm [3]. It is one of the critical factors for adaptive filtering since the LMS 

algorithm is used to adjust the coefficients, which are the most important 

parameters to determine an adaptive filter’s characteristics.  The coefficient 

adjustment is based on the error signal:  

 

e(n) = d(n) – y(n)      

 

in which d(n) can be d + x or d for different cases in this thesis. To construct this 

FIR filter, the LMS searching algorithm with linear combiner structure is used and 

the mean squared error function is E[e 2 (n)], where E represents the expected 

value. Consider an adaptive FIR filter with k coefficients and an estimate is used 

instead of the gradient of e 2 (n); an equation is used to represent Equation (2.4): 

 

w k (n + 1) = w k (n) + βe(n)x(n – k) k = 0, 1, …, N – 1           (2.5) 
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in which x(n – k) is the input and β represents the convergence rate and adaptation 

accuracy. Equation (2.5) indicates as long as the error signal is not zero, at each 

time n, each coefficient w k (n) is updated to a new coefficient w k (n + 1) based on 

convergence rate, error signal, and delay input signal. 

 
 

2.4 Adaptive FIR Filter: Option I 

 

In this thesis we discuss two options of the FIR filter. The structure of Option I [1] 

is illustrated as Figure 2.3. 

 

Option I includes two signal inputs: one is desired signal d plus noise signal x 

and the other is noise signal x ' . The input x '  could come from the same source as x 

but modified by the environment. As the filter output y approaches to x, the error 

signal e approaches to d and that is the overall output. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Option I structure. 

_ 

+ e 

y 

x '  

d + x 

Adaptive filter 
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For further investigations of the adaptive FIR filter’s characteristics, the 

convergence rate β, coefficients w k (n), and initial conditions are studied. 

 

The FIR filter used as example in this thesis has 50 coefficients, and the input 

d and x is 1488Hz and 430Hz sinusoidal signal respectively. The 430Hz signal is 

also used as x ' . The expected output is the desired output d, 1488Hz sinusoidal 

signal. For the d(n) in the general structure, d+x is used and x ' is used as x(n). 

 

The program in the TMS320C31 code is attached as Appendix A. The 

waveforms captured during the convergence progress are presented in Figure 2.4. 

 

Equation (2.4) indicates that β is the adaptation step size for updating 

coefficients. Therefore choosing an appropriate convergence rate is necessary; 

otherwise the adaptive operation cannot work properly. The problem caused by 

using an inappropriate convergence rate includes the output takes a long time to 

converge or the output cannot be converged. By changing the convergence rates in 

the program, different results can be viewed using the TMS320C3x Code 

Exploder as Figure 2.5. As Figure 2.5 shows, the difference between two 

neighboring coefficients generally decreases when the convergence rate decreases. 

For an adaptive filter, less oscillatory coefficients bring more stable outputs. 

Therefore, higher convergence rates result less convergence time but worse 

stability. With a decrease of the convergence rate, the convergence time increases 

with more stable output. Practically the applicable rate range is between 10E-13 

and 10E-9 for this FIR filter in this case. Rates higher than 10E-9 do not converge 

Comment:  
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stable outputs; on the other hand rates lower than 10E-13 take much more time to 

complete convergence even though the outputs are more stable. To choose an 

appropriate convergence rate β, the filter-working environment, such as the order 

statistic of the input [7], must be considered. Practically a β between 10E-10 and 

10E-12 may be used for testing purposes and then a higher or lower β can be 

chosen suitably based on the convergence time and output condition. 

 

As important parameters, at time n, the coefficients of an adaptive FIR filter 

can be adjusted based on error function, input x(n – k), and the coefficients at time 

n – 1, which is indicated by Equation (2.4). The coefficients of Option I, when its 

outputs are in stable condition, are also presented in Figure 2.5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4(a) Start of the adaptation: combination of d and x. 
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Figure 2.4(b) Waveform during the adaptation progress. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.4(c) Final output: the desired signal d. 
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In the original program initial conditions, included coefficients and error 

function, are 0’s. To test the filter’s efficiency, initial coefficients and error 

function have been changed to 1s from 0’s in this program. Figure 2.6 shows the 

results. 

 

Compared to the original filter that has 0’s initial conditions, the filter that 

has 1’s initial conditions needs more time to converge to stable outputs; 

meanwhile the stability of the outputs is not as good as the original one. From 

Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6 we can see that for the noise and desired signals used in 

this case, obviously the time that coefficients use to converge from 0 to about 0.01 

is less than the time used to converge from 1 to about 0.5. On the other hand, even 

though the output is apparently stable, based on the results in Figure 2.6, the 

coefficients are still intended to update to smaller numbers. Therefore, in this case 

0’s are the better initial conditions than 1’s. For the noise-canceling adaptive 

filters, the initial conditions discussed in this section are better to be set as 0’s 

except for parameters that cannot be 0’s. Some examples of these parameters are 

the feedback coefficients of an adaptive IIR filter. 

 

One question about the option I filter is: as Equation (2.4) and the adaptive 

filters’ characteristics indicate, as long as the error e(n) is not zero, the coefficients 

are being updated to make the output y converge to d+n and then the e(n) is equal 

to zero; however, in the real implementation, the output converges to n and the 

overall output is e(n), which is the desired signal d. 
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Rate: 2.5E-13   Time cost for stability: 90sec 

 
 
 
 
Rate: 2.5E-12   Time cost for stability: 10sec 
 

 
 

 

Rate: 2.5E-11   Time cost for stability: 3sec 

 
 

Figure 2.5 Coefficients and convergence times for different convergence rates of 

option I. 

Comment:  
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Rate: 2.5E-10   Time cost for stability: 1sec 

 

Rate: 2.5E-9   Time cost for stability: < 1sec     

Stability is not good 

 
 

 

Rate: 2.5E-8     
Output cannot be converged 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Coefficients and convergence times for different convergence rates of 

Option I (continued). 
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Results at the time output begins to converge 

 
 

 

Results at 10 second after output has converged 

 
 

Figure 2.6 Results of adaptive FIR filter whose initial conditions are 1’s. 

 

 

 

To present the adaptive filters’ unique characteristic in a better way, another 

option of the adaptive FIR filters that has different inputs is represented in next 

section. 
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2.5 Adaptive FIR Filter: Option II 

 

The structure of Option II is illustrated as Figure 2.7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Option II structure. 

 

 

In this option, two inputs are changed: d and d+x are used respectively as d(n) 

and x(n) in the general structure. As output y converges to desired signal d, error 

signal e decrease to zero and the overall output is y.  

 

The program in the TMS320C31 code is attached as Appendix B. 

 

Figure 2.8 illustrates waveforms captured during the adaptation progress. The 

difference of waveforms between Option I and Option II is: at the start of 

adaptations, the waveform of option I is d+x and, as the adaptation is progressing, 

the x part of input d+x is cancelled by x ' ; for option II the starting waveform is y, 

d + x 

e +

_ 

y 
Adaptive filter 

d  
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which is zero at the beginning, and input d cancels the x part of input d+x during 

the adaptation.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8 (a) Start of the adaptation: output is 0. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.8 (b) Waveform during the adaptation progress. 
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Figure 2.8 (c) Final output: the desired signal d 

 

 

 

Rate 2.5E-12 

 
 

Figure 2.9 Coefficients and error function of option II 

 

The coefficients and error function, which is equal to the error signal e 

multiplies the convergence rate β, are represented in Figure 2.9. Note that the error 

function of Option II is less than Option I since e intends to become zero in Option 
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II and e is the overall output in Option I. In implementations, the error between 

overall output y and the desired output d is controlled within 5% of d.  

 

One of the advantages of adaptive Finite Impulse Response filters is that they 

are inherently stable systems. However, the accuracy of FIR filters’ outputs 

(responses) cannot satisfy some applications that require higher accuracy level 

since FIR filters just have poles [6]. 

 

 

In the following chapter, another adaptive filter, the Adaptive Infinite 

Impulse Response filter that can provide better performances, is presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

ADAPTIVE INFINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE FILTER AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The adaptive FIR filter presented in the previous chapter is inherently stable since 

the equation has no poles or can be considered as all the poles are located inside 

the unit circle in time domain. In this chapter, the adaptive IIR filter will be 

discussed. Since the adaptive IIR filter has poles that can be located outside the 

unit circle, the filter can become unstable during the adaptation. However, 

adaptive IIR filters potentially require less computation than equivalent adaptive 

FIR filters. Meanwhile, an IIR filter commonly provides better performance than a 

FIR filter that has the equivalent-order because a filter that has both poles and 

zeros, which means there are feedbacks from outputs, approximates response more 

effectively than those that just have zeros [5][6][10]. To achieve a specific 

performance level, an IIR filter usually requires considerably fewer coefficients 

than a corresponding FIR filter. 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

Consider a general equation that involves inputs and outputs: 
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 y(n) = ∑
=

−
N

k
k knxa

0
)(  - ∑

=

−
M

j
j jnyb

1
)(  

= a 0 x(n) + a1 x(n – 1) + a 2 x(n – 2) + … + a N x(n – N) 

- b1 y(n – 1) - b 2 y(n – 2) - … - b M y(n – M)           (3.1) 

 

where x(n) is the current input and y(n) is current output. This Equation (3.1) 

represents an IIR filter. As mentioned before, the current output depends on inputs 

and previous outputs as well. In z domain, the equation can be transform as [2]: 

 

Y(z) = a 0 X(z) + a 1 z 1− X(z) + a 2 z 2− X(z) + … +a N z N− X(z) 

- b 1 z 1− Y(z) - b 2 z 2− Y(z) - … - b M z M− Y(z)           (3.2)

  

 

Let N = M, then the transfer function H(z) [2] is  

 

H(z) = 
)(
)(

zX
zY  = N

N

N
N

zbzbzb
zazazaa
−−−

−−−

++++
++++

...1
...

2
2

1
1

2
2

1
10  

 

Dividing and multiplying by z N , 

 

H(z) = 
N

NNN
N

NNN

bzbzbz
azazaza

++++
++++

−−

−−

...
...

2
2

1
1

2
2

1
10  = C∏

= −
−N

i i

i

pz
zz

1

 

 

in which p i  are the poles of the filter. For IIR filters, 

 

a) if |p i | < 1, system is stable 

b) if |p i | > 1, system is unstable 
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c) if  |p i | = 1, system is marginally stable and an oscillatory output is 

yielded  

 

To construct a stable adaptive IIR filter, the poles must not move out of the unit 

circle as updating coefficients. One of the solutions for this problem is to use a 

lattice form. 

 

3.2 Lattice Form 

 
The lattice form is illustrated as Figure 3.1 [5]. 

 

Adaptive IIR filters may become unstable as coefficients are updated because 

the poles move out of the unit circle. In the implementation with the lattice form, 

each of the coefficients is verified to ensure its absolute magnitude is less than 1. 

Once the recent updated coefficient’s absolute magnitude is larger than 1, the 

previous coefficient that maintained the stability will be used again. Besides this 

approache, there are some others such as setting the value of the coefficients that 

are outside the unit circle to a value close to the nearest bound [7][10] and convert 

them back to the direct-form coefficients. 

 

 

3.3 Least Mean Square Algorithm 

 
The Least Mean Square algorithm for adaptive IIR filters is developed from the 
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FIR Least Mean Square algorithm and it is used to adjust both forward and 

feedback coefficients. Consider the IIR filter described by Equation (3.1), for 

forward coefficients ak and feedback coefficients bj the coefficients vector is 

defined as [10]: 

 

θ = [ (- b1)…(- bM) a0…aN ]T 

 

For delayed inputs and outputs, the data vector is defined as: 

 

X(n) = [ y(n – 1)…y(n-M)x(n)…x(n-N)] 

 
So the LMS algorithm can be illustrated as: 

 

filter output:       y(n) = θ 
T

(n)X(n) 

gradient estimate:      θ∇ y(n) = X(n) + )(
1

inya
M

i
i −∇∑

=
θ  

coefficients update:     θ(n + 1) = θ(n) + βe(n) θ∇ y(n) 

 

where e(n)= d(n) – y(n) is the error signal.  

 

Compared to the FIR LMS algorithm, the IIR algorithm is more complicated; 

it involves not only the inputs and forward coefficients, but also the previous 

outputs and feedback coefficients. For gradients estimate, it needs partial 
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differentiation to calculate results, which will result with more commands in the 

TMS320C3x code program when implemented on the TMS320C31 DSK board. A 

program of second-order adaptive IIR filter is attached as Appendix C. 

 

 

 

3.4 Problem of Implementation 

 
Even though the second-order adaptive IIR filter program can be assembled, when 

it is implemented on the TMS320C31 DSK board, it results a communication 

problem between the computer and the board.  
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CHAPTER 4 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 
 An option of FIR filters is developed in Chapter 2. Also presented are the general 

details of FIR filters, such as the Least Mean Square algorithm for linear systems 

and structures and the implementations for both FIR options. Meanwhile, the 

parameters of filters, including convergence rate, coefficients, and initial 

conditions, are investigated to indicate the characteristics of a filter. The FIR filter 

option that has been developed is to illustrate the individual characteristics of an 

adaptive filter more directly and clearly.  

 

The fundamentals of an adaptive IIR filter in lattice form are presented in 

Chapter 3. Unlike adaptive FIR filters, which have inherent stability, adaptive IIR 

filters may become unstable during the adaptation process. Using a lattice form to 

construct IIR filters can cover this problem. Although IIR filters have stability 

problem, their performances are better than those of FIR filters that have the same 

coefficients or equivalent-order. The program that has been created here still has 

some problems and need to be improved. In addition, the logic between low-order 

and high-order filters still needs to be determined. 
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Since the C language is more logical and less abstract than TMS320C3x code, 

it is suggested that it is better to use C language for such a complicated program as 

an adaptive IIR filter even though the TMS320C3x code is more sensitive for 

TMS320C31 DSK than C language. 
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APPENDIXES 

 

A: Adaptive FIR Filter: Option I [1] 

 
;ADAPTER.ASM-ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE FOR NOISE CANCELLATION. OUTPUT AT 
e(n) 
           .start   ".text",0x809900  ;where text begins 
           .start   ".data",0x809C00  ;where data begins 
           .include "AICCOM31.ASM"    ;AIC communications routines 
           .data                      ;assemble into data section 
AICSEC     .word    162Ch,1h,244Ah,73h ;For AIC,Fs = 16K/2 = 8 kHz 
NOISE_ADDR .word    NOISE+LENGTH-1    ;last address of noise samples 
WN_ADDR    .word    COEFF             ;address of coefficients w(N-1) 
ERF_ADDR   .word    ERR_FUNC          ;address of error function 
ERR_FUNC   .float   0                 ;initialize error function 
BETA       .float   2.5E-12           ;rate of adaptation constant 
LENGTH     .set     50                ;set filter length  
COEFF:                                ;buffer for coefficients 
           .loop    LENGTH            ;loop length times 
           .float   0                 ;init coefficients to zero 
           .endloop                   ;end of loop 
           .brstart "XN_BUFF",128     ;align buffer for noise samples  
NOISE      .sect    "XN_BUFF"         ;section for input noise 
samples 
           .loop    LENGTH            ;loop length times 
           .float   0                 ;initialize noise samples  
           .endloop                   ;end of loop 
           .entry   BEGIN             ;start of code 
           .text                      ;assemble into text section 
BEGIN      LDP      WN_ADDR           ;init to data page 128 
           CALL     AICSET            ;initialize AIC 
           LDI      @ERF_ADDR,AR6     ;error function address     -
>AR6 
           LDI      LENGTH,BK         ;filter length              -
>BK 
           LDI      @WN_ADDR,AR0      ;coefficient address w(N-1) -
>AR0 
           LDI      @NOISE_ADDR,AR1   ;last noise sample address  -
>AR1 
LOOP       CALL     IOAUX             ;get noise sample from AUX IN 
           FLOAT    R6,R3             ;transfer noise sample into R3 
           STF      R3,*AR1++%        ;store noise sample-> circ 
buffer 
           LDI      @WN_ADDR,AR0      ;w(N-1) coefficients address-
>AR0 
FILT       LDF      0,R2              ;R2 = 0                  
           RPTS     LENGTH-1          ;next 2 instr (LENGTH-1) times 
           MPYF3    *AR0++,*AR1++%,R0 ;w(N-1-i)*x(n-(N-1-i)) 
||         ADDF3    R0,R2,R2          ;accumulate 
           ADDF3    R0,R2,R0          ;add last product=y(n) -> R0 
           CALL     IOPRI             ;signal+noise d+n from pri 
input 
           FLOAT    R6,R4             ;R4= d+n in floating-point                
           SUBF3    R0,R4,R0          ;error e => R0 = (d+n)-y 
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           FIX      R0,R7             ;R7=R0 in integer 
           MPYF     @BETA,R0          ;R0=ERR FUNC=beta*e 
           STF      R0,*AR6           ;store error function  
           LDI      LENGTH-2,RC       ;set repeat counter register RC 
           LDI      @WN_ADDR,AR0      ;w(N-1) coefficients address-
>AR0 
           CALL     ADAPT             ;call ADAPT subroutine 
           BR       LOOP              ;repeat with next sample 
;ADAPTATION ROUTINE 
ADAPT      MPYF3   *AR6,*AR1++%,R0    ;error function*x(n-(N-1))->R0 
           LDF     *AR0,R3            ;w(N-1) -> R3            
           RPTB    LOOP_END           ;repeat length-2 times  
           MPYF3   *AR6,*AR1++%,R0    ;error function*x(n-(N-1-i))-
>R0 
||         ADDF3   R3,R0,R2           ;w(N-1-i)+error func*x(n-(N-1-
i)) 
LOOP_END   LDF     *+AR0(1),R3        ;load subsequent w(k) -> R3 
||         STF     R2,*AR0++          ;store/update coefficient 
           ADDF3   R3,R0,R2           ;w(n+1)=w(n)+error 
function*x(n) 
           STF     R2,*AR0            ;store/update coefficient 
           RETS                       ;return from subroutine 
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B: Adaptive FIR Filter: Option II 

 
;ADAPTER.ASM-ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE FOR NOISE CANCELLATION. OUTPUT AT 
e(n) 
           .start   ".text",0x809900  ;where text begins 
           .start   ".data",0x809C00  ;where data begins 
           .include "AICCOM31.ASM"    ;AIC communications routines 
           .data                      ;assemble into data section 
AICSEC     .word    162Ch,1h,244Ah,73h ;For AIC,Fs = 16K/2 = 8 kHz 
NOISE_ADDR .word    NOISE+LENGTH-1    ;last address of noise samples 
WN_ADDR    .word    COEFF             ;address of coefficients w(N-1) 
ERF_ADDR   .word    ERR_FUNC          ;address of error function 
ERROR      .word    ERR 
ERR        .float   0 
ERR_FUNC   .float   0                 ;initialize error function 
BETA       .float   2.5E-12           ;rate of adaptation constant 
LENGTH     .set     50                ;set filter length  
COEFF:                                ;buffer for coefficients 
           .loop    LENGTH            ;loop length times 
           .float   0                 ;init coefficients to zero 
           .endloop                   ;end of loop 
           .brstart "XN_BUFF",128     ;align buffer for noise samples  
NOISE      .sect    "XN_BUFF"         ;section for input noise 
samples 
           .loop    LENGTH            ;loop length times 
           .float   0                 ;initialize noise samples  
           .endloop                   ;end of loop 
           .entry   BEGIN             ;start of code 
           .text                      ;assemble into text section 
BEGIN      LDP      WN_ADDR           ;init to data page 128 
           CALL     AICSET            ;initialize AIC 
           LDI      @ERF_ADDR,AR6     ;error function address     -
>AR6 
           ldi      @ERROR,AR4 
           LDI      LENGTH,BK         ;filter length              -
>BK 
           LDI      @WN_ADDR,AR0      ;coefficient address w(N-1) -
>AR0 
           LDI      @NOISE_ADDR,AR1   ;last noise sample address  -
>AR1 
LOOP       CALL     IOAUX             ;get noise sample from AUX IN 
           FLOAT    R6,R3             ;transfer noise sample into R3 
           STF      R3,*AR1++%        ;store noise sample-> circ 
buffer 
           LDI      @WN_ADDR,AR0      ;w(N-1) coefficients address-
>AR0 
FILT       LDF      0,R2              ;R2 = 0                  
           RPTS     LENGTH-1          ;next 2 instr (LENGTH-1) times 
           MPYF3    *AR0++,*AR1++%,R0 ;w(N-1-i)*x(n-(N-1-i)) 
||         ADDF3    R0,R2,R2          ;accumulate 
           ADDF3    R0,R2,R0          ;add last product=y(n) -> R0 
           FIX      R0,R7             ;R7=R0 in integer 
           CALL     IOPRI             ;signal+noise d+n from pri 
input 
           FLOAT    R6,R4             ;R4= d+n in floating-point                
           SUBF3    R0,R4,R0          ;error e => R0 = (d+n)-y 
           STF      R0,*AR4    ;store error signal to AR4 
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           MPYF     @BETA,R0          ;R0=ERR FUNC=beta*e 
           STF      R0,*AR6           ;store error function  
           LDI      LENGTH-2,RC       ;set repeat counter register RC 
           LDI      @WN_ADDR,AR0      ;w(N-1) coefficients address-
>AR0 
           CALL     ADAPT             ;call ADAPT subroutine 
           BR       LOOP              ;repeat with next sample 
;ADAPTATION ROUTINE 
ADAPT      MPYF3   *AR6,*AR1++%,R0    ;error function*x(n-(N-1))->R0 
           LDF     *AR0,R3            ;w(N-1) -> R3            
           RPTB    LOOP_END           ;repeat length-2 times  
           MPYF3   *AR6,*AR1++%,R0    ;error function*x(n-(N-1-i))-
>R0 
||         ADDF3   R3,R0,R2           ;w(N-1-i)+error func*x(n-(N-1-
i)) 
LOOP_END   LDF     *+AR0(1),R3        ;load subsequent w(k) -> R3 
||         STF     R2,*AR0++          ;store/update coefficient 
           ADDF3   R3,R0,R2           ;w(n+1)=w(n)+error 
function*x(n) 
           STF     R2,*AR0            ;store/update coefficient 
           RETS                       ;return from subroutine 
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C: Adaptive IIR Filter 

 
;ADAPTER.ASM-ADAPTIVE STRUCTURE FOR NOISE CANCELLATION. OUTPUT AT 
e(n) 
           .start   ".text",0x809900  ;where text begins 
           .start   ".data",0x809C00  ;where data begins 
           .include "AICCOM31.ASM"    ;AIC communications routines 
           .data                      ;assemble into data section 
AICSEC     .word    162Ch,1h,244Ah,73h ;For AIC,Fs = 16K/2 = 8 kHz 
NOISE_ADDR .word    NOISE             ;last address of noise samples 
WNA_ADDR   .word    COEFFA             ;address of coefficients w(N-
1) 
WNB_ADDR   .word    COEFFB            ; 
DLY_ADDR   .word    DLY               ; 
DLY        .float   0,0               ; 
DLYI_ADDR  .word    DLYI              ; 
DLYI       .float   0,0               ; 
Y_ADDR     .word    Y                 ; 
Y          .float   0,0,0,0,0         ; 
ERF_ADDR   .word    ERR_FUNC          ;address of error function 
ERR_FUNC   .float   0                 ;initialize error function 
BETA       .float   2.5E-12           ;rate of adaptation constant  
COEFFA     .float   1,1               ;init coefficients to zero 
COEFFB     .float   1,1,1             ; 
           .brstart "XN_BUFF",3       ;align buffer for noise samples  
NOISE      .sect    "XN_BUFF"         ;section for input noise 
samples 
           .float   0                 ;initialize noise samples  
           .entry   BEGIN             ;start of code 
           .text                      ;assemble into text section 
BEGIN      LDP      WNA_ADDR          ;init to data page 128 
           CALL     AICSET            ;initialize AIC 
           LDI      @ERF_ADDR,AR6     ;error function address     -
>AR6 
           LDI      @WNA_ADDR,AR0     ;coef a address w(N-1) ->AR0 
           LDI      @WNB_ADDR,AR1     ;coef b address w(N-1) ->AR1 
           LDI      @NOISE_ADDR,AR2   ;last noise sample address  -
>AR2 
           LDI      @DLY_ADDR,AR3     ;delay address -> AR3 
           LDI      @DLYI_ADDR, AR4   ;delay I address -> AR4 
           LDI      @Y_ADDR,AR5       ;Y address ->AR5 
LOOP       LDF      *++AR2,R1         ;noise sample n-1 -> R1 
           STF      R1,*--AR2         ;noise sample n-1 -> address 
AR2- 
           LDF      *+AR2(2),R2       ; 
           STF      R2,*++AR2         ; 
           CALL     IOAUX             ;get noise sample from AUX IN 
           FLOAT    R6,R3             ;transfer noise sample into R3 
           STF      R3,*++AR2         ;store noise sample-> circ 
buffer 
           MPYF3    *AR4,*++AR0,R1      ;e1(n-1)*a2 
           SUBF3    R1,*AR2,R1        ;x-e1(n-1)*a2=y1 
           MPYF3    *AR3,*--AR0,R0    ; 
           SUBF3    R0,R1,R0          ;y1-e2(n-1)*a1=y2 
           MPYF3    R1,*++AR0,R2        ;y1*a2            
           LDF      *+AR3,R4          ; 
           STF      R4,*AR3           ; 
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           MPYF3    R0,*--AR0,R1      ;a1*y2 
||         STF      R0,*++AR3         ; 
           MPYF3    *AR3,*AR1++,R0    ; 
           ADDF3    *--AR3,R1,R1      ;. 
           LDF      *+AR4,R4          ; 
           STF      R4,*AR4           ; 
           MPYF3    R1,*AR1++,R5      ; 
||         STF      R1,*++AR4         ; 
           ADDF3    R0,R5,R0          ; 
           ADDF3    R2,*--AR4,R2      ; 
           MPYF3    R2,*AR1,R2        ; 
           ADDF3    R2,R0,R0          ;y 
           CALL     IOPRI 
           FLOAT    R6,R4             ;R4= d+n in floating-point                
           SUBF3    R0,R4,R0          ;error e => R0 = (d+n)-y 
           LDF      *++AR5,R2         ; 
           STF      R2,*--AR5         ; 
           LDI      2,RC              ; 
           RPTB     END               ; 
           LDF      *++AR5(2),R1      ; 
END        STF      R1,*--AR5         ; 
           STF      R0,*++AR5         ; 
           FIX      R0,R7             ;R7=R0 in integer 
           MPYF     @BETA,R0          ;R0=ERR FUNC=beta*e 
           STF      R0,*AR6           ;store error function 
           LDI      @WNA_ADDR,AR0     ;w(N-1) coefficients address-
>AR0 
           LDI      @WNB_ADDR,AR1     ; 
           LDI      @Y_ADDR,AR5       ; 
           CALL     ADAPT             ;call ADAPT subroutine 
           BR       LOOP              ;repeat with next sample 
;ADAPTATION ROUTINE 
ADAPT      LDF     *++AR0,R3          ;a2->R3 
           MPYF3   R3,R3,R0           ; 
           MPYF3   *AR5++,R0,R0         ;a2*a2*y(n-4) 
           ADDF3   *AR0,*--AR0,R1     ;a2+a1 
           MPYF3   *AR5++,R1,R1       ;(a1+a2)*y(n-3) 
           ADDF3   R0,R1,R1           ; 
           MPYF3   *AR0,*AR5++,R2     ; 
           ADDF3   R1,R2,R1           ; 
           ADDF3   *AR5,R1,R1         ; 
           MPYF3   *AR6,R1,R1         ; 
           LDF     *--AR5,R5          ; 
           MPYF3   *--AR5,*AR0,R3     ; 
           MPYF3   *--AR5,*++AR0,R2; 
           ADDF3   R2,R3,R2           ; 
           ADDF3   R2,R5,R2           ; 
           MPYF3   *AR6,R2,R2         ; 
           LDF     *AR0,R3            ; 
           STF     R1,*AR0            ; 
           LDF     *+AR0(1),R3        ; 
           STF     R2,*+AR0(1)        ; 
           RPTB    XB                 ; 
           MPYF3   *AR6,*AR2--,R1     ; 
           ADDF3   *AR1++,R1,R1       ; 
XB         LDF     *+AR1(1),R3        ; 
||         STF     R1,*AR1++          ; 
           RETS                       ;return from subroutine 

 




